
CANADIAN SHUFFLEBOARD PRESIDENT 

COMES TO COLDWATER FOR OPENING.  

  

 

Simcoe North’s MPP, Garfield Dunlop was in Coldwater on 

Thursday, May 11th 2006 to officially open the Coldwater Floor 

Shuffleboard facility located in the town’s Curling Club.  

President elect Max Tate of the CNSA was also in town to 

participate in this significant Shuffling Milestone.  

The opening of the shuffleboard facility has been a dream come true 

for the Piphers of Coldwater, Gary and Barb, and Ross and Grace.  

All 4 are regular Snowbird Shufflers who participate actively in the 

sport in central Florida each winter.  With the Piphers in the pic 

above is their Provincial MPP, Garfield Dunlop and his wife Jane.  

Curling clubs offer an excellent venue for Floor Shuffleboard with 

both sports benefiting from the social facilities offered by Curling 

Clubs.  Hats off to the Curling Club and the Lions Club of 

Coldwater for supporting a new sport in their community.  And 

more particularly, hats off to the Piphers for their enthusiasm and 

community spirit.  ((See also page 2 below)) 



President elect Tate (CNSA) and the Piphers announced that the 

Coldwater Club had been selected to host the 2007 Canadian 

National Open Doubles in 2007.   

Beginning May 11th and continuing for the remainder of the 

summer, Shuffleboard will take place in the Curling Club.  Lessons 

are available; doors open at 1 p.m.  Dues are only $15.00.  Take 

this opportunity to maintain and improve your physical and mental 

health.  Curlers may be surprised at the similarity in the two 

sports; it just may be a way to keep your curling skills honed until 

the ice returns!!  Drop by! You will be glad that you did.  

For more detailed information you may telephone Gary Pipher at 

705 686 7738 or Ross Pipher at 705 686 7280.  E-mail Gary: 

gpipher@orilliapronet.com   The Shuffler.  May of 2006.  
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